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COMMUNICATIONS

Broadband population inversion by phase modulated
pulses
J. 8aum, R. Tycko, and A. Pines
Department of Chemistry and Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720
(Received 19 May 1983; accepted 16 August 1983)

For many experiments in NMR and coherent optics,
it is necessary to invert populations over a broad band

of frequencies. 1-3 Recently, phase shifted pulse sequences for this purpose have been derived by several
methods. 4,5 In this Communication, we present an
alternative analytical approach to broadband population
inversion.
An exact broadband "21T" pulse, employing amplitude
modulation, exists in the context of self-induced transparency.6 No analogous exact solution to broadband
inversion is known. Allen and Eberly have presented a
class of amplitude and phase modulated pulses that invert exactly on resonance. 1 We investigate the off
resonance inversion behavior of similar phase modulated pulses. To derive such pulses, consider the
Hamiltonian for nuclear spins under radio frequency (rf)
radiation in a rotating frame related to the laboratory
frame by the transformation T = exp{- il.[wt + <t>(t)]}.
We call this the frequency modulated (FM) frame. The
Hamiltonian is
(1)

where Wt(t), <t>(t) , and ware the laboratory frame rf
amplitude, phase, and frequency, respectively. In the
FM frame, .6.w is the resonance offset and the phase
derivative ip(t) can be viewed as a frequency modulation.
The Hamiltonian for a two-level optical system has the
same form. The problem is to find ip(t) and Wt(t) that
produce good inversion over a large range of values
of .6.w.
The inversion of on resonance (.6.w =0) spins can be
described by a trajectory from + z to - z on a unit
sphere in the FM frame. 8 For any given trajectory,
the Bloch equations without reiaxation9,Io determine the
pairs of rf phase and amplitude functions that produce
that trajectory. A particularly Simple class of inverting trajectories are those which follow a great circle
from the + z to the - z axis with an azimuthal angle - y.
Assuming a constant rf amplitude equal to w~, these trajectories dictate a ip(t) characterized by the single parameter y. The derived ip functions are
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FIG. 1. Simulations of population inversion vs relative resonance offset. (a) Continuously phase modulated pulse of Eq.
(2) for "Y~7r/2 (solid line), "Y~0.245 (dashed line), "Y=0.111
(dotted line). "Y~7r/2 corresponds to a 7r pulse. (b) Discrete
pulse sequences derived from continuously phase modulated
pUlse: (84)91. (251)0 (84)91. (dotted line); (64)322 (122)86 (310)0
(122)96 (64)322 (dashed line); 39m (54ho9 (66)\39 (84ho (267)0
(84)70 (66)139 (54)209 (39)419 (solid line). The notation here is
(9). where 9 and <I> are the flip angles and phases of individual
pulses in degrees.
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(p(t) = - w~ cosy tan(w~ siny)t
_
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2w~ siny

(2)

The overall pulse area is 7T / sin y. The pulses suggested
by Allen and Eberly produce the same on-resonance inverting trajectory but have variable wI and extend from
- 00 to + 00 in time.
In Fig. l(a), we show calculated plots of the inversion
accomplished by the pulse of Eq. (2) as a function of the
offset Aw for various values of y. For all values of y,
the on-resonance inversion is perfect. When y = 7T/2,
the pulse of Eq. (2) reduces to the usual 7T pulse. As y
approaches zero, the range of frequencies over which
good inversion is achieved increases.
The inversion of the off resonance spins can be understood by considering (p(t) in the FM frame as an adiabatic frequency sweep.9 Typically, in NMR and optics,
an adiabatic sweep is linear, i. e., (p(t) = kt, where k is
the constant sweep rate. 11,12 A nonlinear sweep can
produce adiabatic inversion more efficiently, i. e., in
a significantly shorter time. For small values of y,
(p(t) is an example of an efficient adiabatic sweep. In
addition, because (pU) derives from the on-resonance
inverting trajectory, the inversion for Aw = 0 is exact
for all values of y.
Experimentally, it is usually more convenient to use
a sequence of phase shifted rf pulses rather than a
single pulse with a continuously varying phase. To generate such a pulse sequence, we examine the inverting
trajectory in a rotating frame related to the laboratory
frame by the transformation T = exp( - if zwt). We call
this the phase modulated (PM) frame. After choosing a
series of points along the PM frame trajectory, we calculate the phases and lengths of the pulses that cause
on-resonance spins to move between successive points.
In this way, we arrive at pulse sequences that approximate the pulse of Eq. (2). Inversions resulting from

some representative pulse sequences are shown in Fig.
l(b). The three pulse sequence is similar to one previously derived by a different method. 4
The continuously phase modulated pulses presented
here invert populations over any desired bandwidth and
always invert on resonance. Deriving pulse sequences
from the continuously modulated pulses has the advantage, over previous methods, that the discrete sequences
can also be constructed for inversion over any bandwidth
with minimal computer optimization.
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Unimolecular decomposition and vibrationally induced
electron autodetachment of acetone enolate ion
Robert F. Foster, William Tumas, and John I. Brauman
Department of Chemistry. Stanford University. Stanford, California 94305
(Received 6 June 1983; accepted 16 August 1983)

Highly vibrationally excited molecules often have
unique reactivities. 1 We report here the results of the
infrared multi photon activation of acetone enolate negative ion under collisionless conditions, in which branching is observed between bond dissociation and vibrationally induced electron autodetachment. From these
results, the lifetime of the vibrationally excited anion
prior to electron autodetachment is estimated to be
- 10-7 s at an energy of -1 eV above threshold. The
electron loss pathway represents a type of vibrationalJ. Chern. Phys. 79(9), 1 Nov. 1983

to-electronic energy coupling which probably takes
place between two close but nonintersecting potential
surfaces. 2,3 The observed branching therefore involves
a competition between an adiabatic (bond dissociation)
and a nonadiabatic (electron loss) channel.
Little detailed information is available on the mechanism of vibrationally induced autodetachment, and there
are few estimates of the lifetime of the excited negative
ion relative to electron loss.4,5 A direct measure of
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